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Star Wars Galactic Atlas
A Rebel Dossier for Rogue One.
This in-world guide is the follow-up to Star Wars: Galactic Maps. Featuring detailed illustrations of the fascinating aliens and
creatures that fill the Star Wars universe, this collectible gift book is a must-have for fans across the galaxy.
Richement illustré, cet extraordinaire atlas vous emmène d'Endor à Naboo, en passant par Tatooine ou encore Yavin 4. Les
différentes cartes présentent les événements se déroulant sur chaque planète, les créatures qui y vivent, les personnages qui en
sont originaires... Vingt-six cartes de planètes, une carte générale de la galaxie, une présentation des personnages, une
chronologie de la saga... vous tenez entre les mains le parfait guide pour découvrir ou redécouvrir une galaxie lointaine, très
lointaine.
Want more ideas for LEGO Star Wars. models to build? You need this book with bricks that inspires children to build, play, and
learn all about the LEGO Star Wars universe. LEGO Star Wars Build your Own Adventure- Galactic Missions combines actionpacked story starters with more than 50 fun ideas for building. Once you have built new creations, play out exciting adventures of
your own using your personal LEGO collection. Use your favourite Star Wars minifigures to complete five top secret missions! This
book comes with a minifigure and the bricks to build an awesome exclusive vehicle that features in the story. 2019 The LEGO
Group. & TM 2019 Lucasfilm Ltd.
With Jedi Master Yoda as your guide, visit the incredible planets of a brick-built galaxy far, far away. Take a tour of 25 fascinating
worlds, from desert planet Tatooine to remote ice world Hoth. Head off the familiar tourist track to Crait, or explore Yoda's own
swamp hideout on Dagobah. Discover the must sees. Check out reviews and what to pack. Find out who you might bump into
along the way! The exclusive Yoda minifigure comes with four accessories - a staff, a backpack, a camera, and a map of the
galaxy - everything Yoda needs for his adventures! (c)2020 The LEGO Group. (c) & (TM) 2020 Lucasfilm Ltd.
Explore the epic Star Wars saga through incredible cross-sections More than 100 magnificent artworks bring the vehicles of Star
Wars to life. New cross-sections, amazing detail, and comprehensive text make this the ultimate reference to the craft of a galaxy
far, far away.... SEE - Poe Dameron's X-wing in action - The terrifying power of Darth Vader's TIE Advanced x1 - Obi-Wan
Kenobi's fast and agile Jedi starfighter DISCOVER - The inner workings of Rey's speeder - The advanced technology of the Rebel
Alliance's U-wing - The devastating weaponry of the Death Star EXPLORE - The famous corridors of the Millennium Falcon - The
brutal design of the Knights of Ren's Night Buzzard - The mighty and fearsome Final Order Star Destroyer © & TM 2020 Lucasfilm
Ltd
Rey and her new friend BB-8 face the dangers hidden in the sands of Jakku; rebel Sabine Wren needs the help of a friend to
protect some precious cargo; and Padmé Amidala faces off against a bounty hunter with the help of her Jedi Padawan friend
Ahsoka!
Return to a time of great upheaval in the galaxy, the final years of the Republic, in this anthology based on the beloved animated
series! While Obi-Wan Kenobi, Anakin Skywalker, and other Jedi Knights fight against incredible odds, two Republic squadrons
must hold their position against an encroaching droid army of the Separatists. Pinned down for the duration, Commander Cody,
Captain Rex, and other clones swap war stories that feature your favorite characters from The Clone Wars animated series, such
as Padmé Amidala, General Grievous, and many more!
The updated and expanded ultimate guide to the minifigures of the LEGO® Star Wars® galaxy DK's LEGO®Star Wars®
Character Encyclopedia: Updated and Expanded now includes many more new LEGOStar Wars minifigures! Discover incredible
LEGO Star Wars facts, such as which minifigure is the rarest and which can be found in the most LEGO sets. This updated and
expanded edition contains 72 additional pages of new minifigures and includes an exclusive minifigure to add to your collection.
LEGO, the LEGO logo, the Brick and Knob configurations and the Minifigure are trademarks of the LEGO Group. ©2015 The
LEGO Group. Produced by DK Publishing under license from the LEGO Group. © & TM 2015 LUCASFILM LTD

THE DEFINITIVE GUIDE TO THE ULTIMATE INTERGALACTIC BATTLEFIELD Like many a great epic, Star Wars is
rooted in a rich history of armed conflict. Now, for the first time, the facts, figures, and fascinating backstories of major
clashes and combatants in the vast Star Wars universe have been documented in one fully illustrated volume.
Extensively researched and inventively written, Star Wars: The Essential Guide to Warfare combines action-filled
narrative with encyclopedic knowledge that: • explores notable military units and groups • traces the development of
significant armaments and technologies • profiles key warship classes, ground units, and manufacturers • provides
capsule biographies of great military leaders • presents eyewitness troopers’ accounts of combat • plus—enough
additional profiles, intel, history, and lore to span the cosmos! Encompassing all of the Star Wars media, including the
legendary films, the hit TV series Star Wars: The Clone Wars, the bestselling books, comics, and videogames, and
packed with original artwork, Star Wars: The Essential Guide to Warfare is a conquering achievement.
Mapping the entire Star Wars universe, an illustrated reference encompasses material from the films, comics, books,
video games, and other sources to describe a host of planets, star systems, trade routes, political divisions, settlements,
and galactic trouble spots, accompanied by essays and illustrations describing the characters and their travels. Original.
50,000 first printing.
Learn more about your favorite Star Wars characters from every movie in the saga The definitive guide to more than 200
heroes, villains, aliens, and droids of the Star Wars galaxy is now packed with new characters from Rogue One: A Star
Wars Story, Star Wars: The Last Jedi, and Solo: A Star Wars Story. Want to know how tall Snoke is? Or learn where Maz
Kanata is from? The Star Wars: Character Encyclopedia is full of fun facts and intriguing information that's guaranteed to
enthrall fans of all ages. With plenty of lesser-known details, even die-hard fans will learn new facts about iconic
characters. © & TM 2019 LUCASFILM LTD.
Learn everything about the Star Wars universe in this amazing A-Z! Discover all the characters, ships, planets, aliens,
weapons and much more!
Are you a skilled enough bounty hunter to find the Mandalorian and his allies as they attempt to hide Grogu from the
Empire? Search for IG-11, Greef Karga, and more in this interactive search-and-find featuring locations from season 1 of
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Star Wars: The Mandalorian. In the wake of the Empire’s fall, Imperial Commander Moff Gideon has a bounty out on the
mysterious Force-wielding Grogu. It is your mission to track down and retrieve baby Grogu from the galaxy’s most
notorious outlaws: the Mandalorian, Cara Dune, Greef Karga, Kuiil, and IG-11. But be wary, the Mandalorian is a
notorious bounty hunter himself, so he and his crew will not be easy to find! With characters from across the Star Wars
universe, fans of all ages will enjoy journeying to Nevarro, Tattooine, Arvala-7, and other locations throughout the galaxy
in this interactive search-and-find.
As a cargo ship rockets across thegalaxy to Canto Bight, the deckhands on board trade stories about legendary
JediKnight Luke Skywalker. But are the stories of iconic and mysterious LukeSkywalker true, or merely tall tales passed
from one corner of the galaxy toanother? Is Skywalker really a famous Jedi hero, an elaborate charlatan,or even part
droid? The deckhands will have to decide for themselves when theyhear The Legends of Luke Skywalker. A collection of
myths and tall-tales about the legendary Jedi Luke Skywalker, written by Nebula, Hugo, and World Fantasy awardwinning author Ken Liu.
A tool for space travelers in the "Star Wars" galaxy offers phrases in Huttese, Wookie-speak, and other alien tongues,
along with an explanation of the development of the alien languages and excerpts from alien dialogue.
Star Wars: Batu In-World Fairytales Book
"Wallace’s strong grasp of the mythos of this universe will satisfy the die-hard Star Wars fan and serve as a fine
introduction to those taking a first-time dive into one of pop culture’s most important creations." –The Washington Post
"This book is a bonanza for fans, cosplayers, and prop builders who always wanted to get an up close and personal look
at lightsabers seen in the Star Wars saga." – SyFy Wire "With the holidays approaching, this would make an excellent gift
for any Star Wars fan in your home and extended family. It’s one of the most exquisite books I’ve had the honor of
reviewing" – WookieRadio "Each and every page in this book is absolutely beautiful!" – Anakin and His Angel "It’s one of
the most beautiful books I’ve had the pleasure of reviewing" – SWNN Star Wars: The Lightsaber Collection is a
comprehensive visual guide exploring the iconic and legendary lightsabers found within the Star Wars galaxy, featuring
fan-favorite hilts from the Skywalker saga, Star Wars: The Clone Wars, Star Wars Rebels, comics, novels, and video
games. • Own the definitive lightsaber guide. This book features the hilts of characters such as Darth Vader, Darth Maul,
Yoda, Obi-Wan Kenobi, Mace Windu, Luke Skywalker, Leia Organa, Kylo Ren, Rey, Ahsoka Tano, and more. Learn
about the creation and history of lightsabers from all of Star Wars, including Darth Maul’s double-bladed saber and the
Darksaber. • Discover never before seen art and illustrations. Featuring photo-realistic renders of lightsabers from Star
Wars animation and comics, including Ezra Bridger’s blaster-saber hybrid, the Grand Inquisitor’s spinning blades, and a
new lightsaber from The High Republic, this book is a must-have for Star Wars fans.
Say "I love you" to the Star Wars fan in your life with this collection of lessons in love and friendship from a galaxy far, far
away. Relationships can be complex - your dad could have turned to the dark side, your partner could be a princess, or
your best friend might speak in more than 7 million forms of communication and never stop talking! This ebook shares
some wise advice for romances, friendships, and family relationships from fan-favorite Star Wars characters such as Han
and Leia, Rey and Kylo Ren, and Finn and Poe. The perfect Valentine's Day or anniversary gift for your scruffy-looking
nerf herder, best friend or long-lost sibling, Star Wars: I Love You. I Know is a light-hearted e-guide to relationships,
featuring quotes, classic moments, and characters from the Star Wars galaxy. © and TM 2020 Lucasfilm LTD.
The second novel set in the Old Republic era and based on the massively multiplayer online game Star Wars®: The Old
Republic™ ramps up the action and brings readers face-to-face for the first time with a Sith warrior to rival the most
sinister of the Order’s Dark Lords—Darth Malgus, the mysterious, masked Sith of the wildly popular “Deceived” and
“Hope” game trailers. Malgus brought down the Jedi Temple on Coruscant in a brutal assault that shocked the galaxy.
But if war crowned him the darkest of Sith heroes, peace would transform him into something far more
heinous—something Malgus would never want to be, but cannot stop, any more than he can stop the rogue Jedi fast
approaching. Her name is Aryn Leneer—and the lone Knight that Malgus cut down in the fierce battle for the Jedi Temple
was her Master. And now she’s going to find out what happened to him, even if it means breaking every rule in the book.
Features a bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a
dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!
Explore the "Wars" in Star Wars as never before! Enter a galaxy ravaged by conflict and discover the complete story of
the epic struggles that define the Star Wars movies. This ambitious book presents major galactic conflicts from an inworld "historical" perspective: each battle is depicted with captivating imagery, explored with newly commissioned maps,
and explained through a detailed analysis of tactics, famous commanders, legendary warriors, key moments, and its
impact on wider galactic history. This is the perfect book for any Star Wars fan, budding military historian, or would-be
rebel hero! © AND TM 2021 LUCASFILM LTD.
When a distress plea goes up from the isolated planet Minfar, Resistance heroes Rey, Poe and Rose hear the call!
Together they will face down a First Order battalion, terrifying flying creatures, and a weapon that could change the
course of the war!
Offers a detailed, illustrated look at one hundred of the most exotic locales in the Star Wars universe and their strange
inhabitants, and includes a time line of major events in the saga's history. Original.
In the aftermath of the Hyperspace Disaster, young Jedi Knight, Lily Tora-Asi is assigned to help displaced civilians
relocate to Banchii, a newly inhabited planet in the Inugg system far in the outer rim. Banchii is the site of a new Jedi
temple led by Master Arkoff, Lily’s Wookiee mentor, who imagines the temple as a place of peace for new inhabitants
and for those who are traveling beyond. While balancing the arrival of incoming settlers with the strange mysteries of this
remote outpost, Lily wonders if she’s doing enough to bring peace to the galaxy. But when hidden dangers begin to
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emerge, the young Jedi will face her greatest challenge yet . . . -- VIZ Media
Star Wars Galactic AtlasChirpy Bird
With Jedi Master Yoda as your guide, visit the incredible planets of a brick-built galaxy far, far away. Take a tour of 25
fascinating worlds, from desert planet Tatooine to remote ice world Hoth. Head off the familiar tourist track to Crait, or
explore Yoda's own swamp hideout on Dagobah. Discover the must sees. Check out reviews and what to pack. Find out
who you might bump into along the way! ©2021 The LEGO Group. © & TM 2021 Lucasfilm Ltd.
Star Wars: The Complete Galactic Timeline. Finally published in one complete authoritative edition and in limited
numbers. An absolute must have for any dedicated Star Wars fan, the Galactic Timeline tells the entire journey from the
beginning of the Universe through the Pre-Republic Order right up until the Legacy Era with everything in-between.
Understand thousands of years of history within the Galactic Timeline, the Jedi's establishment within the galaxy and
their battles over thousands of years against the Sith and Yuzzhon Vong. The Galactic Timeline has been pieced
together by more than 200 independent authors through more than 800,000 pages of written history and books telling the
stories of the Star Wars Universe, all the previous films, accompanying games, and comics, to create one immense
volume. Look up the history of every character, previous storylines, thousands of battles. Star Wars: The Complete
Galactic Timeline is the ultimate reference guide for any dedicated fan.
The Heart of the Jedi Darth Vader and the Emperor are no more. The Alliance has officially become the New Republic. As Han Solo,
Princess Leia, and the new Chief-of-State Mon Mothma emerge triumphant against the diminishing Empire, the Imperial Remnant fights on
until the long-silent Imperial Senate rises up to call for peace. But not everyone wants peace, and High Admiral Tharkus has made plans to
ensure the Empire will reemerge under his rule. At his side stands the mysterious Dioskouroi, beings of rare and deadly powers! For Luke
Skywalker, exhausted from years of fighting, the time has come to depart upon a journey of discovery, a journey that will lead him to a secret
long ago hidden by Obi-Wan Kenobi. ??? The Heart of the Jedi, Kenneth C. Flint''s lost Star Wars novel, commissioned and approved by
Lucasfilm, and set to be released in 1993, disappeared without a trace. For many years fans wondered what became of the book and why it
was never published, and so it was chalked up to yet another tragic "lostworlds" story that no one would ever get to read or enjoy... or so we
thought! Kenneth C. Flint''s complete novel The Heart of the Jedi has at last been unearthed! Published on StarWarsTimeline.net, it has been
edited to fit into the existing Expanded Universe, taking place a short time after The Truce at Bakura and the end of issue #107 of the Marvel
series, but before the X-Wing comic-book series. Reprinted here in paperback for the first time, this is a non-profit listing for private collectors
only. The downloadable PDF is freely available here: http://www.starwarstimeline.net/The%20Heart%20of%20the%20Jedi.htm Find other
books by Kenneth Flint at: http://www.amazon.com/Kenneth-C.-Flint/e/B001HPFIWC *** Note: I''d like to clear a few things up. This is an
unofficial fan printing of an unofficial fan story. IE: Bootleg Fanfiction. Disney owns Star Wars©, not The Heart of the Jedi. I am not making
money off this venture. This is being printed AT COST only. The price paid is merely to Amazon for printing charges. There was a fan printing
briefly available in 2015. I, and most others, missed that one. Some time ago, I decided I wanted a copy of "The Heart of the Jedi" for my
bookshelf. I downloaded the PDF, formatted it for paperback, sized it so it would fit in with other MMPs, and did some Photoshop work for a
Batam-era appropriate cover. I put it on Amazon, ordered my copy, and was done. Then, quite frankly, I forgot about it. The increase in
copies sold has lead to a few rumors. I''d like to address some of them: The increase in copies sold has lead to a few rumors. I''d like to
address some of them: I am not Ken Flint. I am not Joe Bongiorno. I am not affiliated with Disney. This book is not outselling Disney Star
Wars. The way the Amazon Ranking algorithm works is based on sales per hour, not lifetime sales. I am not Timothy Zahn. I know him. He is
an amazing mentor and an inspiration to me. I would never try and sabotage his work or steal his thunder. Everyone go buy Thrawn. I want to
say everyone go buy MY book! But at this point, I think anonymity is safer than infamy. EU fans, stop trying to stick a thumb in Disney''s eye.
We''re not going to change anything. Disney fans, just ignore the EU fans and let them have their silly little book. Stop tattling to Disney.
Finally, I would like to publicly apologize to Ken for any appearance that I might be stealing his work. That was not the intent. --A Star Wars
Fan
Learn about all of the various planets of the Star Wars universe with Galactic Maps! With detailed maps showing the different worlds and
characters, this is the perfect book for any avid Star Wars reader. Fans will be delighted to find a spread introducing them to the planet and
characters featured in Rogue One!
Explore the amazing world of Star Wars: The Mandalorian, the critically acclaimed series that expands the Star Wars galaxy to incredible new
frontiers. This collector's edition features the stunning artwork from the first four chapters of the Disney+ smash hit, highlighting the
characters, creatures, allies, enemies and environments of this all-new Star Wars story. In addition to showcasing stunning illustrative images
and photography, this guide also features Doug Chiang, Christian Alzmann, Ryan Church, Nick Gindraux, John Park, Jama Jurabaev, Erik
Tiemens, Brian Matayas, Seth Engstrom and Anton Grandert.
After Darth Maul and Savage Opress reunite, they form an army of the galaxy's most vicious criminals.
Whether it's Luke getting his lightsaber, or Leia chasing Imperial troopers through the forest of Endor, the galaxy is full of adventures! This
illustrated chapter book is packed with mini adventures young fans will love, and introduces readers to many of the iconic moments that span
the beloved Star Wars saga.
Meet more than 350 incredible clones, Jedi, droids, bounty hunters, and a host of other characters from Star Wars: The Clone Wars. What is
the Bad Batch? Who inducted Ahsoka Tano into the Jedi Order? Where does General Grievous keep a secret lair? Why does Captain Rex
mutiny against his Jedi General on Umbara? To learn the answers to these questions and more, look no further than Star Wars: The Clone
Wars: Character Encyclopedia - Join the Battle! Written by Star Wars expert Jason Fry, this illustrated encyclopedia features more than 350
incredible characters and teams, including Anakin Skywalker, Maul, Bo-Katan Kryze, and Clone Force 99. Perfect for fans of all ages, Star
Wars: The Clone Wars: Character Encyclopedia - Join the Battle! will enthrall readers for hours on end. © & TM 2021 Lucasfilm Ltd.
This collection of four, all-new illustrated stories for young Padawans spans the Star Wars saga, and features everyone's favorite heroes and
villains, such as: Yoda, Luke Skywalker, Darth Vader, Princess Leia, Chewbacca, Han Solo, R2-D2, C-3PO, and more!
This fact-packed book-plus-app is an interactive guide to key planets from the Star Wars galaxy. It contains plenty of information,
photographs, and diagrams on the page, and the latest Augmented Reality technology brings many interactive elements to enhance the
reading experience. The traveler's guide to some of the key planets, places, and events from the Star Wars galaxy is a unique tool and a fun
reference work. Observe, wonder, and engage with these amazing elements and immerse yourself fully into the galaxy that's far, far away.
Don't know your Wookiees from your wampas? If the Star WarsTM saga has you stumped, we've got your back. Star Wars Made Easy gives
you everything you need to get you around the galaxy. Star Wars is a global phenomenon and the Force has truly reawakened. So where to
start if you have never actually gotten around to watching the movies? Or if you find yourself dating an avid Star Wars fan? Or your kids keep
asking you tricky questions about the dark side? Don't worry! We have you covered. Star Wars Made Easy is aimed at Star Wars novices
who want to get up to speed and make sense of the Star Wars references that permeate modern culture. This book will answer questions
about the movies, the Star Wars universe, and much more! © & TM 2017 LUCASFILM LTD. Used Under Authorization.
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Find a galaxy full of LEGO® Star WarsTM ideas to build - from activities and art, games and challenges, to practical makes and
your very own inventions! LEGO® Star WarsTM Ideas Book features imaginative play and building ideas using your own LEGO
brick collection. There are LEGO projects that take just a few minutes, it builds to keep you occupied for hours. Set up a game of
LEGO Star Wars skittles, create a pencil pot shaped like your favorite Sith or Jedi, build a fleet of tiny TIEs, design Darth Vader's
family tree, and customize a podracer. Challenge a friend to take on a rathtar, mix up your minifigures, stage your favorite movie
battle scene with LEGO Star Wars bricks - and much, much more! LEGO® Star WarsTM Ideas Book is packed with a familyfriendly range of activities to inspire every LEGO Star Wars fan. What will you build? © 2018 The LEGO Group.© & TM 2018
LUCASFILM LTD.
A non-fiction atlas detailing everything you need to know about the worlds and creatures of the Star Wars universe. Facts about
planets and characters are woven into complex, brand-new illustrations that will keep fans busy for hours. A true keepsake for all
Star Wars aficionados and a perfect gift for anytime of the year!
An epic clash between the forces of light and dark, between the Galactic Republic and the Separatists, between brave heroes and
brilliant villains?the fate of the galaxy is at stake in the Emmy Award-winning animated series, Star Wars: The Clone Wars. In this
exciting anthology, eleven authors who are also fans of the series bring stories from their favorite show to life. Gathered here are
memorable moments and stunning adventures, from attempted assassinations to stolen bounties, from lessons learned to loves
lost. All of your favorite characters from The Clone Wars are here: Anakin Skywalker, Yoda, Obi-Wan Kenobi, Ahsoka Tano,
Captain Rex, Darth Maul, Count Dooku and more!
Jump aboard with the Rebel Alliance and the Resistance. Find out what it takes to topple the evil Empire and the First Order...
Being a rebel in the Star Wars galaxy is dangerous work! There are stormtroopers to avoid, TIE fighters to dodge, and lightsaberwielding Sith Lords to outsmart before they learn the location of the latest secret base. Just how did these brave heroes defeat not
one, but two, Death Stars? Star Wars Join the Rebellion! will answer this question and many more in an engaging and funny
ebook for young readers. Featuring doodle-style illustrations, stills from the Star Wars movies and animated shows, and lively,
humorous text, Star Wars Join the Rebellion! will enthrall even the most reluctant young reader. Learn all about the most famous
rebel leaders, from Admiral Ackbar to Princess Leia. Follow them into big battles. Discover interesting facts about their ships,
droids, and the missions that changed the galaxy. © & (TM) 2020 Lucasfilm Ltd.
How big is the new TIE Fighter? How has the First Order Stormtrooper evolved? What proportion of new characters are droids?
From Jakku to Takodana, what planets do the heroes visit? Unravel the secrets of the Star Wars universe with this wonderfully
illustrated infographic book. Includes all the new ships, characters, locations and movie moments from The Force Awakens.
Discover fun facts about Rey, Kylo Ren, BB-8 and many more. Look out for: Star Wars Graphics Star Wars Galactic Atlas
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